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10\/10 Would blow again.. A sublime physics-based puzzle game that pushes you to think outside the bubble! Delightfully
intuitive, yet wonderfully deep. Some levels test your reaction and resolve, while others let you contemplate before making that
perfect, satisfying pop. The difficulty is well-balanced too. Even my wife (who isn't usually into puzzle games) joined in and
eventually solved some of the tougher, imaginative challenges. Solid recommendation!. Being a fashion designer is super fun,
this game really captured that concept and it made the game really enjoyable. I loved how you're part of a game show,
competing to win in the end and seeing the different locations is a refreshing change. I enjoyed choosing my own unique dress,
making it more personal in my opinion. I enjoyed the suspense, poor Angela trying to manage friendships and love at the same
time, but the ending was really awesome. Would I recommend it? YES!!. https://youtu.be/Xba8OKCbwOA

Fun humor based in a never ending onslaught of Llama puns. Lots of Weapon Combinations that you can attach to one of two
mech arms. Along with a variety of enemies and environments to fight in.

As far as Arcade top down shooters go this is top notch. I think the only thing I didnt like was the firing rate of the starting
pistols you get on the robot. But as a game thats intended to progressively ramp up in difficulty it was a non issue pretty quickly.

Good stuff and would fully recommend.. This "game" gives me autism.

Also features nearly impossible achievements. You can create whatever piece of interactive experience to express the
pointlessness of existence, but for buggy, ill-considered and insurmountable achievements one should simply rot in hell.. The
game has absolutely no introduction or guidelines to ease the player into it, and the game is so overwhelmingly dark that it
makes playing almost impossible. The map is so oversaturated with foliage that its nearly impossible to see and combined with
the never-ending night? Makes playing disorienting and completely unrewarding.. Myst 5 is a strange game. It feels absolutely
nothing like the previous myst games, and seems more like a sequel to the spinoff game Uru. But that isn't exactly surprising,
considering it is made from unused Uru content. The story is extremely simple for a myst game and the ages (worlds) you
explore lack almost any kind of interactivity. Still, I found it very enjoyable. Myst 5 has a certain atmosphere that I've never
really seen anywhere else. The music, the graphics, the voice acting... Everything just goes together perfectly and makes the
game an unforgttable experience. I understand why people may think it's a dissapointing end to the series, I mean, if this wasn't
in real time 3d, it would be painfully obvious how much it's been dumbed down compared to the previous games.
Still, this is a subjective matter and personally I found it both very gripping and immersive. Would recommend it to anyone who
likes puzzle-adenture games. You don't even need to have played the previous myst games. Sure, if you have played them, you'll
understand certain refrences and appreciate the game even more, but it's not necessary. I played this before Riven, Myst 3 or
Myst 4 and I understood pretty much everything.
Anyway, final score: 9/10. Early Access Watcher Public Service Announcement

Game: Lost

Version: Initial Release

Disclosure: This game copy was bought by the reviewer.

BUYER BEWARE: Asset flip of the Unity Store Template, \u201cHack and Slash 2DPlatformer Lost,\u201d by Studio
Hardcore.
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With the addition of the "panty panix" casino game (which plays like some old atari and arcade games from WAAAY back...),
this game has been elevated to a (barely) passing grade. With a non-chance related way to gain rep and cash daily (whose cost
doesn't make you hide most of your money in the bank), this game is now playable.
This is still a semi-tedious game, however... (not as much of a grind-fest as Intergalactic Bubbles, though... T_T)

Sadly, there are still no achievements, although there ARE Trading Cards for those SHINY SHINY BADGES!!! SQUEEE!!!

Some tips tho:
Get the Eye from the fortune-teller girl ASAP, and look everywhere, both day and night.
Talk to the girls on the phone and write down their responses at her beginning, and after each gift!
Write down anything she says about her life, stats, likes or dislikes (you WILL be quizzed later, at the end-game, on whichever
girl you choose).

OLD REVIEW:

Ok, this had lots of potential, and the premise is awesome... but not many people will find it fun. Most of it is just gambling at
the casino (luck is best, don't hit the skill button or you'll get more awkward reloads) and shoving most of your money in the
bank. No real strategy, no consequences of giving the wrong gift to a girl... about the only saving grace to this game imo is the
goddess board game. I'm a sucker for a sliding puzzle, and will probably just replay the game for the sliding puzzle minigame
tbh. Would have been better if you could get money easier instead of casino every day and a 1-day per week job. Maybe more
minigames.
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I like it! I also think it deserves some more praise and patience.

Pro/Con --- assume "imo" after each one.

Pro -
better gameplay than standed deep
Interesting Idea
Boat and ocean physics are pretty good
Good Grindy - need to do lots of looting but because you have goals.

Con -
Potato lvl graphics on max
Some non gamebreaking bugs (2 poi flip over in the water when approached)

As it is - don't take the game too seriously, enjoy what you can, and support the dev's goals for a few bucks. I'm really interested
to see how the development progresses.
. Would not connect to Twitch at all.. I paid $1.40 Canadian for this game, and it was worth every cent. Okay, it wasn't great,
but I spent a pleasant couple of hours on it.

Cons
- terrible voice overs, but somewhat entertaining
- translations were pretty awful ie: "I'm not going to open it until the key and handle are missing". uh huh
- cut scenes were dull and stiff; however, they were short, which I appreciate
- you can't go back and read stuff from your diary because... there's no diary

Pros
- the HOS are clear and easy, although there was the occasional pixel miss and poor translation
- the travelling map was good and shows you where you still have stuff to do
- you'll get all of the achievements, even if you use a hint or skip a puzzle
- I think there was only one puzzle and I skipped it because it was terribly put together. I'm a puzzle-idiot, so I was happy.

The story was a bit lame, but I was happy not to be transported back in time or have to rely on some mythical creature to help
me solve the mystery. I wouldn't pay full price for this, but I did enjoy it.. This is by far the best game I've ever come across
before, top notch graphics, even better story. 10/10 never seen such a perfect game before.. Whats not to like about Nancy
Drew!!.
В первую част ья играл ещё в детстве так сказать
Когда только купили компьютер....Затягивает впринципе
Добавили новых уровней и две компании сразу
Также доступен мультиплеер
8 из 10
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